“With the crossbase software solution, all product information is maintained centrally in one place. This simplifies the production processes for the
media to be created and ensures that the data source is always up-to-date.”

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
The crossbase price update program is used to update InDesign files with prices.
The automation is based on a market-specific price file with item reference, which
is read in by crossbase and applied to selected documents. The price update can be
performed in TAB-separated texts as well as in standard and cross tables.
In a first step, the InDesign book documents are selected for the price update. In a
second step, the user selects the price file. He then defines the column number that
contains the price information. In a final step, the actual price update is carried out at
the push of a button. The program opens the individual documents of the selected
books, determines the item numbers and exchanges the corresponding prices.
With regard to the quality of the data maintenance process, the logging of the price
updates performed plays an important role: For example, it logs which prices were
updated, which prices were lower than before, which prices are identical, which
items were missing in the price file and which items were missing in the catalog.
This makes it possible to eliminate errors in the assortment and pricing process.
The possibility of setting up a PIM, MAM and cross-media solution via individual
modules in cost-side manageable steps was an important decision criterion for
Frank GmbH.

Company description
Over 50 years of experience with plastics
has made the FRANK Group a leading
system provider in pipeline and apparatus
engineering. Technical advancement and
specialization have now allowed the group
to grow to nine partners and subsidiaries.
Complete systems for industry, gas and water
supply and the waste water sector offer internationally mature solutions. FRANK GmbH is
an owner-managed company in its second
generation.
Type of company:
Manufacturer
Industry:
Sanitary/Heating/Air conditioning
Sales range:
over 20,000 products
Sales volume:
approx. 40 million euros
Number of employees:
approx. 400
ERP system:
SAP
Type of software: Standard software
Type of solution: Standard solution
FRANK GmbH
64546 Mörfelden-Walldorf
Contact person:
Mr. Frank Mlodoch
(Advertising material production)
Tel.: +49 6105 4085-294
f.mlodoch@frank-gmbh.de
www.frank-gmbh.de
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y Price update module

APPLICATION MODULES USED

Print publishing

Price update in the product catalog
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